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Abstract
This paper outlines the system design of TOPIC and TOPOGRAPHIC, text analysis
and condensation projects within the general framework of information
science.
Special information processing requirements
(domain-specific
full-texts, varying user expectations) demand knowledge-based parsing (frame
model), supported by devices which are appropriate for full-text analysis
(word expert model) and by suitable condensation techniques (computing of text
constituents).
The concept of cascaded condensates (gradation of information
from generic, classification-like concepts over fragments of knowledge nets
down to the original full-texts) guides the realization of the output, which
is supported by graphical means.
Some examples for graphically supported
navigation and editing in the knowledge network are given. It is assumed that
presentation on the display must find an appropriate balance between over- and
under information. The knowledge nets will be presented gradually via moving
pictures. The performance of TOPIC/TOPOGRAPHIC is at the moment comparable to
the information value of indicative abstracts. The texts to be analyzed and
condensated deal with information technolo~ies from the point of view of
possible application in an office environment (management decisions about the
acquisition of information and communication technologies). The system will
be realized on an ONYX-microcomputer (under UNIX, programming in C) and on a
workstation LILITH (programs in Modula-2).
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Requirements for information-linguistics text analysis

1£ one takes an information science approach towards automatic text analysis
(some people call this information linguistics) one must overcome at least the
fOQr following barriers:
(i ) full-texts

A text to be analyzed for information purposes is a document in its full-text
version.
With the advent of word-processors and electronic publishing
deVices, the days where abstracts were of primary concern for information
analysis
(mainly automatic indexing) have gone.
Full texts in their
machine-readable form are available on a large scale and can be processed.
A
full-text or a document can be, for example, an article in a scientific
journal, a technical report, a legal text or a patent; in general, a text of
the size of at least 2.000 - 3.000 tokens (running text-words). Larger pieces
of text like complete books are usually not analyzed automatically in an
information environment, not only because they are often not specific or
up-to-date enough, but also because of the technical problems involved in
analyzing them.
(ii) texts are domain-specific
informational analysis are normally
Texts which are relevant for
subject-oriented.
This means that understanding them demands some
domain-specific knowledge, mostly at a very detailed level. This is true for
traditional documentation systems which, in contras~ to universal librarian
systems, refer to restricted domains of the world and of knowledge.
This
makes it easier for information specialists to produce an analysis output
which is generally more detailed than is the case with (more or less
universal) classification systems. For the latter kind of output - typically
in the form of an indexing description or an abstract - knowledge about the
field in question is in general more important than knowledge about indexing
or abstracting rules (cf. Kuhlen: 1984) • Applied to automatic analysis , it
follows that domain-specific world knowledge is more important than linguistic
rules concerning, for example, detailed morphological or syntactic phenomena.
(With the advent of expert systems and subject-specific translation systems,
this point has become increasingly important for other application areas as
well. )
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(iii) texts change in knowledge
Text corpora (data bases) in a real information environment (abstract service
or data base production) are dynamic. Especially i.n innovative fields, which
are primarily the target of informational analysis, there is little stability
wi~h respect
to knowledge.
ConseQuently, on a surface level there is no
limitation to the size of the vocabulary, and, more importantly - on a deep
level - knowledge changes rapidly, i.e. it normally increases.
(iv) text analysis is performance-oriented
In an information environment, understanding a natural language text is not a
purpose in itself, whether for proving the power of a linguistic model or
grammar or for simulating human intelligence, but depends on users'
expectations in a professional, normally highly information-dependent
si tuation. What counts is the information in its semantic and pragmatic
structure.
Without having a model of users' expectations and users'
pre-knowledge, text processing, especially the production of output, often
fails, i.e. it doesn't fit actual needs.
2. Cascaded condensates in comparison to traditional
abstracting

(human or machine)

The two projects, TOPIC (Text-Oriented Procedures for Information management
and Condensation of expository texts) and TOPOGRAPHIC (TOPic Operating with
GRAPHical Interactive Components), currently under development at the
Information Science department of the University of Constance, make these
demands a starting point for research.
(

At first glance, TOPIC belongs to the tradition of automatic abstracting,
because its main objective is to analyze texts for the purpose of
condensation. Traditionally, abstracts are texts which do not aim to replace
original texts but try to supply a potential user with an amount of
information which is sufficient for a relevance decision (whether to read the
full-text or not).
This kind of text is traditionally called an indicative
abstract: it tells the user what the text is about.
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Tbe idea of aboutness is probably what induced ear~ workers on automatic
abstracting to rely on text-surface phenomena like co-occurrence of terms (the
s tatistical approach; for a short overview cf. Kuhlen:1983) or on linguistic
surface structures mainly based on morphological and/or syntactiC information
(ear~ statistical and linguistic work reviewed in Wyllys:1967; for a recent
project cf. Paice:1981). These statistical and linguistic surface-structure
approaches are not discussed in this paper, since we claim that
high- performance text-condensation is extensively dependent on the knowledge
of the field in which texts are to be condensed. This is definitely true for
intellectual abstracting.
Therefore some researchers have assumed a
p~allelism
between intellectual and machine abstracting (Popova:1980;
Taylor /Krulee: 1977), i. e. they have tried to take abstracting as a simulation
of cognitive behaviour.
This has led some to the development of
knowledge-based text information systems (in the context of information
retrieval, cf. Fum/Guida/Tasso:1982; for artificial intelligence purposes,
cf. Schank/Kolodner/DeJong: 1981).
We are somewhat sceptical about this assumed parallelism and the
appropriateness of intellectual abstracting as a model of machine abstracting
both with respect to the possibility of analyzing the intellectual process
sufficiently in depth and with respect to the possibility of transforming
intellectual procedures into automated ones
(cf • . Kuhlen: 1984) •
But
nevertheless, TOPIC's approach to knowledge-based condensation is similar in
its result: automatic abstracting must rely on sufficient knowledge about the
texts and the domain- specific area.
For the purpose of condensation we do not attempt to parse texts on a very
deep level.
But this is probably the way human abstractors "understand"
texts. From a cognitive point of view, it is somewhat doubtful whether humans
analyze texts completely form the beginning till the end.
Especially in an
information environment there is some cognitive plausibility for the
assumption that reading and understanding a text means to identify certain cue
patterns via which further expectations are guided and a conceptual framework
is gradually built up.
With respect to the output, there is a difference between traditional
(intellectual or machine) abstracting and our approach. TOPIC and TOPOGRAPHIC
do not aim to synthesize a discursive text as the output of analysis. The
linguistic reason for this is that knowledge-based analysis in general has
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problems with output synthesis (this is also true for automatic translation
systems ) , because the semantic analysis does not
deliver sufficient
information about (syntactic ) surface phenomena which would be needed f or the
process of synthesizing.
We believe that it would be better - rather than competing with human text
performance - to base automatic condensation on flexibility, which is in this
context the main advantage of the machine. This means that the output may
vary in form over a whole range of possibilities. For this flexible output
the concept of cascaded abstracts has been developed (cf. Kuhlen: 1984) • The
full-text is transformed into condensates of different levels of specificity.
The terms "condensating/condensates" will therefore be used in the following
instead of "abstracting/abstracts" in order to avoid the direct association
with a non-flexible textual output.
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super frames
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Fig. 1 Cascaded condensates
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- 6Wi th respect to the output continuum there can be at one end generic
information about the main topic of a text (comparable to a single generic
classification term) and at the other end there can be the original
information via access to the full-text itself. Between these two extreme
pOsitions (highest condensation - no condensation) there is a broad range of
output forms which are possible and feasible: hierarchically high-positioned
fragments from lmowledge structures (in our case top-frames), syntagrnat i cally
concatenated terms (like frame-chains), structured output according to given
structures (frames with terminal slot information), non-textual extracts from
tbe original texts (tables, pictures) , actual selected extracts (cf •
O'Connor:1975) - all of these can and should be graphically supported and
visualized on the display (cf.
Strong:1973; Taylor:1974; Heese: 1983;
Tbiel/Hammwoehner:1984).
It may be possible to relate these different output realizations to
traditional information concepts such as indicative, informative, structured
or positioned abstract, or to relate them according to function to reference
and full-text retrieval, respectively. However this may be, we believe that
it is the flexibility of output which counts and which can then be referred to
different user's or users' needs. This is the reason why texts should be
completely semanticaly parsed with a single lmowledge structure as result.
This is different from other approaches to text analysis in the information
field ~hich are based on the skimming concept (DeJong:1979; Eimermacher:1983),
where pre-analyzed user profiles are used as a control filter for the text
analysis and not as filters for the realization of the output.
To summarize the discussion so far there are two general principles of system \
design for TOPIC/TOPOGRAPHIC:
(i)

knowledge-based and full-text

text parsing

(ii)

flexible output realization in the form of cascaded condensates

The general goal - embedding of a flexible text condensation system into the
environment of a full-text retrieval system combined with a comfortable,
graphically supported man-machine-communication - is obviously too broad to be
achieved in the present project phase (which terminates at the end of 1984).
As a realistic goal we aim at building up a system which will be able to
inform potential users about the general topics of texts, comparable in
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function to indicative abstracts. It will be possible as well to control the
sophisticated knowledge structure - for the benefit of the system developer
and the system user - by graphic means (see below) . But the general design
outlined above is the framework in which further research should ensue.
The
following description is to be considered as the first ,stage of a long-term
program.
3.

Components of textual parsing

Parsing in TOPIC is characterized by an intensive interaction between
textual/ linguistic knowledge and domain-specific world knowledge (cf. Fig. 2) .
The world knowledge is based on a frame data model (Reimer/ Hahn:1883 ) , the
textual knowledge on a word expert approach (Hahn/ Reimer: 1983 ) . TOPIC parses
text strings directly into knowledge structures. As a result, text partition
procedures - which produce what we call text constituents (c.f. 3.3 ) - are
semantically controlled, whereas on the other hand the knowledge structures
are at least partially controlled by the syntactic or syntagmatic information
of their textual environment.

I nput
fu 11 texts
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text parS i ng

/

~

<

text ua l
knowledge

world
know l edge

control , structures)

~

/
knowledge management
int e rn a l structure

\

/

semantica 11y
control l ed
text
partitions

Fig. 2 Text parsing and

syntactica l ly
contro l led
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Technically the parsing is guided by the following principles: each text token
( ~rovided it does not figure in a negative word list) is matched with entries
in the world knowledge data base (there is an ad hoc procedure for
morphological normalization). In the process of text analysis many conceptual
patterns (frames) evolve by weighted activation of frames according to their
occurrence and their relationship (connective linkages) to other frames. This
information is used in the further process of computing text constituents as
global structures of texts (s . 3.3 ) . The semantic identification interacts
with textual (word expert) knowledge in order to take into account cohesion
phenomena such as anaphora, ellipsis, deixis, lexical compatibility and
coherence phenomena related to global text structures, e.g. linearization,
theme/rheme, or related to the formal characteristics of text organization,
e .g. paragraphs or chapters.
3.1 Knowledge representation based on a frame-approach
The TOPIC knowledge representation component is based on a frame model
(originally proposed by Minsky: 1975) which is well known in artificial
intelligence research. It is characterized by the following properties (cf.
Hahn/Reimer:1983a):
o

concepts are realized by frames represented by their frame names and
structured by semantically and cognitively associated concepts (slots);
the frame/slot relation constitutes a complex data structure for
knowledge representation

o

(e .g. ,
frames are
interconnected via semantic relations
is-a,
is-instance-of, part-of, synonymy) ; they represent a thesaurus-like
network where the nodes are not only concepts but complex data structures

o

slots can be either terminal elements (this is how actual new information
from texts can be filled into existing slots) or non-terminal elements,
which are other frame structures

o

the frame identification and slot-filling procedures are semantically and
pragmatically controlled by means of world dependent integrity
constraints (range of values, defaults, conceptual compatibility)
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The knowledge component covers a textual data base in the field of information
technologies which can be of use in an office environment.
Texts contain
information about computers, especially microcomputers, configurations and
applications.
The frame world knowledge base must be predefined by
intellectual analysis, but is machine-assisted in its further maintenace and
up-date.
The following figure shows a fragment of knowledge in use for TOPIC.
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Fig. 3 Fragment of frame-oriented knowledge representation
It can be argued that a mere concept-based knowledge model, as used in TOPIC,
is too weak for a deep level semantic analysis; in particular it may be not
appropriate for sophisticated propositional knowledge (as represented by
production rules). It is mainly object-oriented, but open for enlargement in
further project work. Considering the reQuirements of full-text analysis and
text condensation, however, it seems to be a sui table instrument for the
knowledge representation.
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3.2 Full-text parsing via word experts
To achieve the goal of text parsing further linguistic information about text
siructures, in particular about the relation between text and world knowledge,
is needed.
This information is traditionally provided by syntactic parsing.
Although there has much progress in automatic syntactic analysis in the last
few years (cf .
King:1982 ), we have decided to dispense with syntactic
parsing. Not only is full syntactic parsing too time-comsuming,. it is also
not necessary for the purpose of analyzing texts semantically for the purpose
of condensation. But nevertheless there is a need for a text-structuring
device in order to identify the cohesion and coherence properties of texts.
Without such a device there would be too much misinterpretation (misleading
relations, unresolved anaphora, false deixis etc.). Text parsing also menas
building appropriate relationships between world knowledge and text
phenomena.
The general properties of word expert parsing are presented in
(Hahn/Reimer:1983).
The performance of the TOPIC model can be characterized
as follows:

*

homogenous coupling of con'c ept-based representation of world knowledge and
word-based linguistic knowledge

* text parsing organized in terms of semantic parsing with control information
based on text linguistic data

*

partial text parsing: variable degrees of precision of text analysis
according to different levels of correspondence between text and knowledge
base

In order to illustrate the text-structuring power of the word expert approach,
a fragment .of a word expert (cf.Hahn/Reimer :1983) is applied to a text
fragment:
provided by micros.

Nevertheless, these machines

Without textual information (concerning anaphora, deixis and text sequence)
two frames would be active as a result of the matching procedure with world
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knowledge, MICROs and MACHINEs (as synonym for COMPUTERs in general). This is
obviously wrong, since both terms have the same reference.
The word expert
fragment shows that contextual and conceptual knowledge is used to shift the
reference from "machines" to "micros" with the result that the activation
weight for MICROS is increased.

<
< frame name-0 >
[ ARC <
<
<
< AcrIVE { frame_name-0 } > < AND >
< BEFORE { this/these , frame_name-0 } > < AND >
< IN_PHRASE { this/these , frame_name-0 } > < AND >
< BEFORE { frame...:.name , frame name-0 } > < AND >
< IN_PARAGRAPH { frame_name , frame name-0 } > < AND >
< AcrIVE { frame name } >
>

(

POS ARC <

<
<
< IS-A { frame_name , frame name-0 } >
> ( POS ARC <
<
<
<
< SHIFT { frame name-0 , frame name } >
>
>
>
>
1
[ NEG ARC

>
>
NEG ARC <

>
>
>

Fig 4:

Fragment of a Word Expert

>1

<

>1
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3.3 Building text graphs
As a result of text parsing, sub-sets of activated frames and activated slots
wbich may be filled with further world concepts are connected by conceptual
relations. The word expert parser has mapped relevant text tokens onto world
krlowledge items, and text knowledge can gradually be built up. Paragraphs of
the full text are analyzed separately; they are interrelated in a later stage
of processing.
For the condensation procedure, which ultimately leads to the construction of
a text graph, there are three kinds of procedures for identifying which are
the dominant concepts in the set of activated knowledge structures
o dominant slots
o dominant frames
o clusters of dominant frames
In (Hahn/Reimer:1984) there are three methods of measuring dominance in use
and explicitly described (cf.
Fum/Guida/Tasso:1982, Taylor/Krulee:1977;
Lehnert: 1981 ) :
o activation weights of slots and frames
frequencies

according to

o structural patterns of value assignment to slots
filling)

of frames

their

(slot

o connectivity of sets of frames
With these means, dominant concepts within every paragraph can be computed.
In accordance with the knowledge-based approach, the identification of
clusters of dominant frames is controlled by conceptual relations - in
contrast to standard probabilistic approaches in information retrieval, with
the result that the immense number of possible combinatorial co-occurrences is
kept within reasonable limits.

- 13 In further process of analysis some of the dominant concepts of a paragraph
are connected via conceptual relations.
The resulting set of conceptual
chains represents the topics of the corresponding paragraph.
Chains can be
connections both of slots and frames.
The topics (slot and frame chains ) of adjacent paragraphs are compared.
If
set inclusion holds, both adjacent paragraphs are joined to build a text
constitute. The joined topic sets are the basis for the comparison with the
next paragraph.
If again set conclusion holds, the current text constituent
is augmented, if not, the current text constituent gets completed.
The text
consti tuents,
constructed by this algori thm, are called basic text
constituents. Finally, from these basic constituents, derived constituents
and the complete text graph are constructed.
The following figure (taken from Hahn/ Reimer:1984 ) gives an impression of the
text condensation process.
The numbered boxes at the bottom indicate the
topics of the text constituents. For example, the numbers 1,2,3,19 represent
the following chains (':' stands for the slot-chain-connector; 7-' for the
frame-chain-connector ) :
(1) IBM-PC

IBM-PC
IBM-PC

peripheral devices - disk drive
peripheral devices ~ cassette tape recorder
main memory

( 2) IBM-PC
( 3) IBM

(19 ) manufacturer - Mikrosoft : product
manufacturer - IBM
manufacturer - Digital Research
manufacturer - Softech
hardware - IBM-PC application software
hardware - IBM-PC application software
hardware - IBM-PC application software
hardware - IBM-PC application software
system software

-

Visicalc
game
Adventure
book-keeping
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Fig. 5 Text graph
The text graph is a condensation of a full text with 21 paragraphs and
approx.
2.000 words. For the analysis, there were 80 frames with approx. 3
slots per frame available from the knowledge base about information
technologies.
Although experiments with text graph construction are still in a very early
stage, it is likely that these methods will lead to a condensation which is
comparabl e to indicative abstracting. The main advantage, in addition to that
of automatization in general, lies in the fact that the text graph can be used
a basis of trace function for the more basic concepts and that the computed
information can be flexibly realized in different output structures. Further
work will concentrate on the process of computing text graphs and on the
graphically supported output component .
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3.4 Graphical support
Alt hough TOPIC/TOPOGRAPHIC is mainly a pure research project and doesn' t aim
to reach the stage of a production system within the next few years, it is in
pri nciple designed to anticipate an application environment. We have i n mind
an office situation where (information) managers must decide on the
acquisition of information and communication technologies. A comfortable,
layman- friendly man- machine-interface is therefore absolutely necessary. This
concept has been partly realized in the CALIBAN information retrieval system
(cf.
Frei/Jauslin:1983) .
The CALIBAN software is available for TOPOGRAPHIC
and has been of great help in our work.
With changing subject fields and changing applications there is a high demand
for comfortable support of the maintenace of world (and text) knowledge . As
can be imagined from section 3.1, a frame network is a complicated knowledge
structure which must be manipulated with care. It is very sensitive to all
kinds of modification, which must therefore as far as possibl e be kept under
control. This is where TOPOGRAPHIC comes into play with graphical support.
Graphics for the realization of cascaded abstracts is still in a very early
stage.
In this section we concentrate therefore on the support of knowledge
base maintenance by navigating and editing within the frame network.
TOPOGRAPHIC also supports the handling of word experts which are presented on
the display as graphs.
There is some cognitive plausibility for the assumption that there is an
optimum (probably individually different) between over-information and
under-information. Applied to the visualization of knowledge structures this
means that one must find a balance between information overload and
information underload.
Within large knowledge nets it is extremly difficult for a user to reach the
information actually needed. There are four choices for navigation so far:
o brOWSing - there is no guidance by the system; the single nodes can be ·
chosen directly and the environment of the concepts is shown; movement
along all kinds of relation is possible
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o guided navigation - the net will be presented step by step within a
parti cular sub-part of the net ; the type of relation can be chosen
o direct search - the user knows explicitly what s/he wants and
di rectly into the sub-nets of interest

is guided

o expansion - individual nodes are expanded to sub-nets;this is in particular
the case when slot- fillers are frames themselves
The following figures illustrate the visualization of knowledge structures
USing a fra§ffient of the frame-based knowledge representation.
At the
beginning, an interested user receives very generic information;
only
hi erarchically related frame names on a high level (top frames) are shown.

•

.

".

,

~

I!'l,. ..,.

C(JIIPUTER

Haupt.pelcher
Perlpherle
cpu

eeUleb..yet_

Fig. 6 Visualization of top-frames
If the user is interested in COMPUTER in general he can expand the fra§ffient
and get more information about the computer frame and its slots. For this
purpose the net must be reorganized on the display in order to make room for
more detailed information.
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C(JIIPUT£R

Hlupt apelcher
Parlpherle
cpu

eetrleba.yat..

,

Fig. 7 Slotfilling
FOT the presentation of more complex information we have applied the concept
of delayed information. We do not present the whole information at once but
leave time for the gradual development of the net and terminal slot
information.
This gives the user the impression of a slow- motion film; the
speed can be modified. In a further stage of expansion the net may look as
follows.
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Fig. 8 Developed frame net
The first information about computer is still available in a very compressed
form on the left side. The information about peripheral devices can only be
reached by scrolling to the left (part of it is still visible in Fig. 8).
It is debatable whether larger displays would improve the presentation and
readabili ty of complex network information. But it is Quite likely that a
Quantitative extension only is not necessarily an improvement for the user.
The structure of presentation and its stepwise realization is at least eQually
as important.
Topographic is implemented on a LILITH workstation, developed by a research
group at the ETH-ZUrich under N. Wirth. Wi th LILITH, advanced terminal support
(windowing, mouse-control/input, zooming, bit-map) is available. The programs
are written in MODULA. LILITH is connected with the microcomputer ONYX, which
is used for TOPIC. ONYX works under UNIX, the programs are written in C.
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